
 
 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE BROWN COUNTY 
PUBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE 

 
Pursuant to Section 19.84 Wis. Stats., a regular meeting of the Brown County Public Safety Committee was held on May 3, 
2022 at the Brown County Sheriff’s Office, 2684 Development Drive, Green Bay, Wisconsin.                
 

Present:            Chair Deneys, Supervisor Kaster, Supervisor Schultz, Supervisor Coenen, Supervisor Nicholson 
Also Present:    Director of Public Safety Communications Cullen Peltier, Director of Emergency Management Lauri Maki, 

Judge Hock, Director of Administration Chad Weininger, Sheriff Todd Delain, District Attorney David Lasee, 
Board Chair Patrick Buckley, Clerk of Courts John Vander Leest, media 

 

I. Call meeting to order.  
 
The meeting was called to order by Senior Member Andy Nicholson at 6:00 pm.        
 

II. Approve/Modify Agenda. 
 
A request was made to modify the agenda to take Items 15-27 first and Item 7 following Comments from the Public.   
 
Motion made by Supervisor Schultz, seconded by Supervisor Kaster to approve as modified.  Vote taken.  
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 

III. Election of Chair. 
 
Supervisor Nicholson nominated Supervisor Deneys for Chair, seconded by Supervisor Schultz.  
 
Motion made by Supervisor Nicholson, seconded by Supervisor Schultz to close nominations and cast unanimous 
ballot.  Vote taken.  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 

IV. Election of Vice Chair. 
 
Supervisor Nicholson nominated Supervisor Schultz for Vice Chair, seconded by Supervisor Kaster.  
 
Motion made by Supervisor Nicholson, seconded by Supervisor Kaster to close nominations and cast unanimous 
ballot.  Vote taken.  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY  
 
At this time, Chair Deneys took over the meeting.  
 

V. Set date, time and location for regular meetings. 
 
After discussion by the Committee, it was decided that Public Safety Committee meetings will continue on the first 
Tuesday of each month at 6:00 pm with the Sheriff’s Office being the standard location.  
 

VI. Approve/Modify Minutes of March 29, 2022.    
 
Motion made by Supervisor Nicholson, seconded by Supervisor Kaster to approve.  Vote taken.  MOTION 
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

 
 Although shown in the proper format here, Items 15 – 27 were taken at this time.   
 
Comments from the Public.  None. 
 
 



 
 
Consent Agenda 

1. Review Minutes of Criminal Justice Coordinating Board (March 8, 2022). 
2. Review Minutes of Brown County Fire Investigation Task Force (December 14, 2021). 
3. Circuit Court – Budget Status Financial Report for December 2021 (unaudited). 
4. Sheriff’s Office – Budget Status Financial Report for March 2022 (unaudited). 
5. Sheriff’s Office - Key Factor Report through March 2022 (unaudited). 
6.   Audit of the bills. 

 
 Motion made by Supervisor Schultz, seconded by Supervisor Coenen to take Consent Agenda Items 1 – 6 
 together and approve.  Vote taken.  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
  

ARPA 
7. Discussion and Review of ARPA Requests. 

 
Director of Administration Chad Weininger explained the county has received ARPA allocations of $51.3 million 
dollars, about half of which has already been allocated for the following projects:  the new 911 tower, the 
multipurpose board room at the Central Library and a match for the southern bridge.  Each committee will be 
allocated approximately $4.5 million dollars and department heads have submitted requests.  As this process 
moves forward, the goal is to narrow the scope of the requests from the departments.  Public Safety Committee 
has roughly $2.3 million dollars left because the amount paid for the 911 tower has been deducted.   
 
Weininger continued that department heads will outline their requests for the committee tonight and then the 
committee can decide what specific instructions they want to give department heads such as providing more 
information, ranking their requests or asking for further presentations.    
 

 Supervisor Kaster asked if the list in the agenda packet includes everything submitted by department heads.  
 Weininger responded that the direction given to department heads was to put the lists together; Administration did 
 not narrow the lists down or knock anything off.   

 At this time, Sheriff Delain provided a brief overview of the Sheriff’s Office ARPA requests which are as follows: 

 -Video court, program room and conference room updates in the amount of $27,000.  This   
 includes upgrades to the video court programming room and conference room at the jail which  
 would provide additional opportunity for Public Defenders to meet with inmates at the jail and for  
 inmates to appear in court via video.  

 
  -Transportation vans and equipment, including additional radios for the Sheriff’s Office to perform  
   inmate transports in the amount of $250,000.  This equipment would be necessary if the Sheriff’s Office 
   goes back to doing inmate transfers themselves instead of using an outside agency. 
    
  -Officer training & certification firing range (new) in the amount of $5,000,000. 
   
  -Squad car COVID increase in the amount of $72,549. 

 Delain also mentioned the two Bearcat armored trucks in Brown County; one of which is held at the GBPD and the 
 other which is held at the Sheriff’s Office.  The Bearcat at the GBPD needs to be repaired and updated and the 
 estimate for this is in the area of $100,000.  Delain anticipates the GBPD will be asking the county to split the cost of 
 repairs.  Delain supports making sure the equipment is serviceable and will keep the committee updated.  He feels 
 these repairs could possibly be included in the ARPA dollar request.   

  Motion made by Supervisor Coenen, seconded by Supervisor Schultz to table until the end of the meeting.  Vote 
  taken.  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

 Although shown in the proper format here, the following discussion regarding ARPA funds occurred after Item 14.  



 
 
 Motion made by Supervisor Nicholson, seconded by Supervisor Coenen to take this item off the table.   Vote 
 taken.   MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

Weininger informed it is up to the Committee as to how they wish to proceed with these requests.  After discussing 
this further, the committee informed they would like three things: 1) department heads to rank their projects; 2) 
departments heads to advise of any operating costs associated with the projects, and 3) ask department heads if 
they want to add anything to their lists. 
 
Motion made by Supervisor Nicholson, seconded by Supervisor Schultz to hold for 30 days and direct 
Administration to send an e-mail to department heads with requests.  Vote taken.  MOTION CARRIED 
UNANIMOUSLY 
 

Circuit Courts, Commissioners, Probate 

8. Director’s Report. 
 
Judge Hock provided a brief update on the State Public Defender issue.  She noted a Criminal Justice Coordinating 
Board meeting was held earlier in the day at which time Public Defender Attorney Manager Jeff Cano informed they 
have not fallen any further behind since last month, but they also have not made much progress; they are holding 
steady.  
 
Judge Hock presented a brief overview of the Courts ARPA requests as follows: 
 
 -Courthouse security improvements in the amount of $4,000,000.   
 
 -Branch 8 audio upgrades for blended hearings with existing audio/video system in the amount of    
  $45,500.  This is needed to allow hearings to be held with some people attending in person while others 
  attend by Zoom.   
 
 -Courtroom A/Courtroom B upgrades for blended in person and Zoom hearings in the amount of   
  $45,000. 
 
 -Drinking fountain upgrade with bottle filler option in the amount of $24,000.  This would provide an 
  appropriate water source for the public. 
 
 -Supplemental pay for bailiffs in the amount of $60,440.  Currently bailiffs are making $11.25 an hour 
  which is up from $9.00 an hour.  They are down to very few bailiffs and Judge Hock noted it is an   
  important position which they like to fill with retired police officers and others who have a knowledge of 
  the court process.  Jury trials cannot be held without bailiffs.  Generally, bailiffs are retired people who do 
  the job because they find it interesting, not for the pay, but things changed during Covid when the bailiffs 
  did not want to come to the courthouse and put themselves at risk, especially for the low pay.  Judge 
  Hock’s proposal is to increase the pay to $16.25 an hour which is competitive with Walmart and Mc   
  Donald’s.  She ranks the supplemental pay for bailiffs as the top priority for the ARPA funds.  
 
 -LTE – Clerk II – Typist in the amount of $104,025.  This is being re-evaluated as the number of Zoom 
  hearings is decreasing. 
 
 -Digital Audio Recording (DAR) wiring for State issued DAR units for each hearing room in the amount of   
   $48,470.  Judge Hock was told she needed to include this in her requests, but she takes issue with it.  She 
   has indicated to the state that Brown County is happy to participate and have DAR reporters in the   
   courtroom in lieu of in-person court reporters, but the state cannot find people to hire for the DAR   
   positions, yet they want her to ask the county to fund wiring for equipment that they do not have    
   employees to run.  Judge Hock informed she needs bailiffs more than wiring for equipment they do not 
   have and this request is at the bottom of her list.   
 
Kaster asked if there is anything else needed for the Courts that is not included in these requests and Judge Hock 
responded all their needs are addressed.   



 
 

No action taken. 
 

District Attorney 

9. District Attorney’s Report.  
 
District Attorney David Lasee informed things remain extremely busy in his office and everyone is working hard 
trying to keep up.  In terms of hiring, three attorneys have accepted offers and will be starting shortly following 
their upcoming graduations from law school in June.  Lasee also talked about the 2.5 positions created by the 
Governor’s Office that he brought up last month.  Two of the people recently hired are technically filling those 
positions, at least on a temporary basis with the understanding that there will be long-term openings that will 
become available once some of the retirees are off their sabbaticals and off the books.     
 
Lasee outlined the ARPA requests of the DA’s office and informed they are all related to clearing up the backlog of 
cases.  They continue to take cases in as crimes continue to happen, but they are not able to resolve the cases as 
quickly as they had been resolved prior to the pandemic and this has resulted in a high number of pending and 
open cases which puts a strain on the entire system and prevents staff from getting to the unissued cases. The 
intent for these LTE positions is to bring in newly retired prosecutors that are experienced and can hit the ground 
running. 
 
Lasee presented a brief overview of the DA’s ARPA requests as follows: 
 
 -LTE ADAs (3) in the amount of $660,000.   
 -LTE Legal Assistants (2) in the amount of $242,000. 
 -LTE Clerk in the amount of $96,250. 
 -Six laptops/docking stations/keyboards/mouse for LTEs in the amount of $9,000. 
 -12 Monitors for LTES in the amount of $2,040. 
 -Six cubicle buildout/desks/electrical for LTEs in the amount of $24,000. 
 -Six software licenses for LTEs in the amount of $2,190.00 
 -Six chairs for LTEs in the amount of $2,100. 
 
Kaster asked if there are any other needs for the DA’s office that are not included in these requests and Lasee 
responded there is not.   
 
No action taken. 
 

Public Safety Communications  

10. Director’s Report. 
 
Director of Public Safety Communications Cullen Peltier commented on staffing and informed they are currently 
down 8.5 positions, but they do have one offer out.  The Comm Supervisor positions have been filled and all of the 
lead positions are also filled.  Peltier continued that the changes made to the table of organization have been 
effective in keeping staff, but not as effective as he had hoped in bringing people in the door.  He works on staffing 
and recruitment daily and has sent the testing link to numerous people, but very, very few people actually take the 
test.  He has also been working closely with HR and thanked them for their help, but one of the things potential 
employees are looking for is flexibility which is not an option in the 911 Center.      
 

 Regarding the new 911 tower, Peltier informed the purchase order was issued last week.  Motorola will be 
 assigning a project manager and then work will begin.  The biggest issues are likely to be zoning with the City and 
 existing supply chain issues, but at this time Peltier feels the project can be done in a timely manner.  

Peltier also reported on the CAD-to-CAD project and said they had a kickoff meeting and the project is expected to 
be done in two to four months.  The phone upgrade purchase order has also been issued and the equipment is 
scheduled to ship in early May.  Finally, the next gen 911 participant agreement is currently being reviewed by 
Corporation Counsel.  



 
 
 Peltier concluded by commending his staff on a homicide call that came in last week from a 6-year-old child.  This 
 affected a number of staff pretty significantly but they all handled the situation with class and professionalism.  

 Peltier presented a brief overview of the Public Safety Communications ARPA request as follows: 

-Radio consoles for back-up center for $470,636.  These full radio consoles would be used in the backup center and 
would be able to do everything the system in the center can do.  Ongoing maintenance for this would be 
approximately $30,000 - $34,000 in a five-year period. 

Kaster asked if there are any other needs for Public Safety Communications and Peltier responded there are not.    
 

 No action taken.    

Emergency Management 

11. Director’s Report. 
 
Emergency Management Director Lauri Maki updated the Committee on activities in his department.  They were in 
Wrightstown recently to kick off Severe Weather Awareness Week.   The siren tests went well and they only 
received a handful of calls questioning why the sirens were going off.  Maki also noted the Telecomm Week 
ceremony gives EM a good chance to test out the equipment in the room and that went very well.  Work is also 
continuing on EM’s ARPA project of updating the equipment in the EOC and they are working with IT on this.  The 
PIO project will roll out with test messages in June and the Chamber will be including information on this in their 
periodical.  Maki is still working with the HAZMAT team and NEW Water to do the full-scale HAZMAT exercise in 
August and they are also continuing to work on training curriculum with GBPD.  EM will also be doing two damage 
assessment trainings with WEM next week.     

It was noted there are no ARPA requests for Emergency Management; however, Maki asked if there is any type of 
plan in the event things that have already been committed to come in over the allotted price.   

No action taken.   

Medical Examiner 

12. Medical Examiner’s Report. 
 
Deneys noted that Suzanne Eskola is no longer with the Medical Examiner’s Office.  Barry Irmen has been brought 
back as temporary Interim Director of Operations.  Weininger added that a doctor will be starting in August.  The 
final pieces at the ME’s office are also being completed.   
 
Kaster recalled that there was going to be a tour set up for funeral homes and other stakeholders and he would still 
like this to be scheduled.   
 
Motion made by Supervisor Kaster, seconded by Chair Deneys to direct the Medical Examiner to open the 
building to stakeholders for a tour.  Vote taken.  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
The only ARPA request for the Medical Examiner is $15,742 for PPE, but Weininger advised that was included in the 
2022 budget and can be removed from the ARPA requests.  
 

Clerk of Courts 

13. Discussion re:  Safety of stairs when wet.  Motion at March 29 meeting:  To refer to Facilities to bring costs to 
Clerk of Courts Vander Leest and for Vander Leest to bring costs back to the next Public Safety Committee 
meeting. 
 



 
 

Clerk of Courts John Vander Leest informed he has been advised by Facilities that the cost to put anti-slip strips on 
the stairs will be about $811.00. 
 
Motion made by Supervisor Kaster, seconded by Supervisor Schultz to fix the stairs.  Vote taken.  MOTION 
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 

14.  Clerk of Courts Report. 
 

Vander Leest provided a handout, a copy of which is attached, outlining the collections and restitution history for  
his office from 2012 to 2021 and explained the numbers.   
 
Vander Leest also talked briefly about staffing and said he was able to recently fill a Deputy Clerk position with 
someone who has 15 years of experience. 
 
Vander Leest concluded by saying if the committee needs documents for any of the communications, he can help 
with that or answer any questions.   
 
It was noted there are no ARPA requests for the Clerk of Courts.     
 
No action taken. 
 
At this time the Committee discussed the ARPA funds further; see Item 7 above.  
 

Sheriff 

15. Sheriff’s Report. 
 
Sheriff Todd Delain updated the committee on jail staffing and informed they recently hired five COs.  With pending 
retirements and resignations, they will be 28 COs short.  He continued that in December 2020 the jail was 100% 
staffed.  In January 2021 seven additional COs were hired in anticipation of the opening of the new pod.  Since then, 
55 CO have departed.  Since January 2021 they have only been able to hire 34 COs which leaves the jail 28 COs 
short.  Brown County is losing COs to higher paying manufacturing positions, other counties that pay COs a better 
wage and some have left to be law enforcement officers in other agencies.  Protective status is also a consideration 
and Delain explained that provides a 6.5 to 7% increase in overall wages and fringes over agencies that do not have 
protective status.    
 
Delain also provided an update on the Drug Task Force (DTF) and noted they made 68 drug arrests in January, 44 in 
February and 43 in March for a total of 155 arrests for the first quarter of 2022.  To put this in perspective, in 2019 
the DTF made 112 in the first quarter, in 2020 they made 123 arrests in the first quarter and there were 84 arrests 
for the first quarter of 2021.    
 
Finally, Delain reported on the Tyler Martinez escape from REDI Transport and provided the investigation report 
related to this, a copy of which is attached.  The escape boils down to two factors: 1) the transportation agent did 
not follow the policies and procedures of the company and 2) REDI Transport did the transfer with only one 
transportation agent.  It is clear that presumed compliance and complacency was a major factor in the escape.  Six 
recommendations have been made as outlined in the report and Delain will be happy to answer any questions the 
committee has after reviewing the report.   
 
No action taken.  

 
Action Items 
16. Sheriff’s Office – Budget Adjustment Request (22-048):  Any increase in expenses with an offsetting increase in 

revenue.  
 
This budget adjustment is to increase grant revenue and related equipment non-outlay to participate in a 
Homeland Security WEM EOD SCBA Tanks grant.  This grant will provide funding for the Brown County Bomb Squad 



 
 

to replace twelve outdated or expired SCBA air tanks for the bomb squad unit.  No local match is required for this 
grant.  
 
Motion made by Supervisor Nicholson, seconded by Supervisor Schultz to approve Budget Adjustment 22-048 
with a fiscal impact of $28,500.  Vote taken.  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 

17. Sheriff’s Office – Budget Adjustment Request (22-055):  Any increase in expenses with an offsetting increase in 
revenue.  
 
This budget adjustment is to increase federal grant revenue and related equipment non-outlay and grant expenses 
to participate in a Homeland Security WEM/HS ALERT SWAT LRAD Mounting Equipment grant.  This grant will 
provide funding for Brown County SWAT to purchase suction mounts for the Long-Range Acoustical Device (LRAD) 
which allows the device to be mounted to a variety of surfaces and used in different environments and situations.  
No local match is required for this grant.  
 
Motion made by Supervisor Nicholson, seconded by Supervisor Kaster to approve Budget Adjustment 22-055 
with a fiscal impact of $13,500.  Vote taken.  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 

18. Sheriff’s Office – Budget Adjustment Request (22-063):  Any increase in expenses with an offsetting increase in 
revenue. 
 
This budget adjustment is to increase Federal Grant revenue and increase training expense for the awarded 
Homeland Security – WEM/EOD Explosive Breacher Certification Training grant.  This grant will provide registration 
and partial lodging for two Bomb Squad Technicians to attend the Global Assets Basic Tactical Explosive Breacher 
Certification course.  Remaining costs applied to Professional Standards Training budget.   
 
Motion made by Supervisor Nicholson, seconded by Supervisor Coenen to approve Budget Adjustment 22-063 
with a fiscal impact of $4,000.  Vote taken.  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 

19. Sheriff’s Office – Resolution Regarding Table of Organization Change for the Sheriff’s Office – Patrol Officer 
Position. 

  
 Delain informed the Howard Suamico School District desires to add an SRO to the school district effective this fall.  
 This has already been approved by the school district and the county’s portion would be used to offset  
 overtime when not working in the school district.  
 
 Motion made by Supervisor Nicholson, seconded by Supervisor Schultz to approve.  Vote taken.  MOTION  
 CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
Communications 
20. Communication from Chairman Buckley:  Request the Brown County judges to work with the Sheriff on a list of 

standard court procedures that can be conducted via zoom (zoom like) to cut down on unnecessary 
transports for safety and manpower. 
 
Board Chair Buckley would like the Sheriff and Chief Judge to look at what standard court appearances could be 

 done by Zoom.  Looking at transports and the amount of manpower and costs involved, as well as the safety issue, 
 he would like to know if there could be a standardized list of appearances, such as status conferences, that would 
 not require transport from jail or prison to the courts.  Buckley feels this could be a way the county could definitely 
 save some money.  

 
Judge Hock noted statutorily a defendant has a right to be present in person for any substantive hearing.  Currently 

 the court asks the party if they want to appear by Zoom, and if they do, they are asked if they are giving up their 
 right to appear in person.  She feels Buckley’s idea is worth an analysis and added that they are currently 
 attempting to not transport anyone from prison unless they are going to have a substantive hearing and want to be 



 
 
 present.  Judge Hock continued that one of the problems with Zoom is that it has really degraded the court system 
 and, in some ways, has become a mockery.    

 
Supervisor Nicholson noted Zoom hearings are already being done and questioned what else could be done.  

 Buckley  responded that is what he wants to find out.  He wants to know what types of hearings and appearances 
 could qualify for Zoom hearings and also if the county has the appropriate technology as well as what the costs
  savings could be.  

 
Motion made by Supervisor Coenen, seconded by Supervisor Nicholson to have Chair Buckley work with the 

 Sheriff and Judge Hock and courts to bring back a cost analysis regarding conducting Zoom hearings.  Vote taken.  
 MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 

  
21. Communication from Chairman Buckley:  Explore the feasibility of adding officer to the drug task force to combat 

the growing drug problem in the City of Green Bay.  
 
Buckley has talked to Sheriff Delain about looking into if there would be an effective use of more officers in the DTF 
and noted there may be a source of funding for this.  Weininger informed opioid funding is a possibility as it is likely 
there will a settlement coming from the opioid lawsuit.  Details as to usage of these proposed funds are still being 
worked out but adding officers to the DTF would likely be an eligible use.   Weininger added we have to be 
cognizant that these opioid funds are one-time funds.  
 
Buckley feels if the county has the funds for additional DTF officers, the City could provide the manpower, 
especially in light of the fact that a lot of the work of the DTF is done in the City.  He feels because of the amount of 
work done in the City, this has to be done cooperatively with the City.   
 
Supervisor Coenen does not want to forget about rural areas because they also need the services of the DTF.  It will 
not sit well with her as a rural Supervisor if the focus will be on Green Bay.  Coenen also expressed concern 
regarding funding of positions once the opioid funds end. 
 
Schultz agrees that we could use more DTF officers, but in light of the shortage of COs in the jail, it seems like this is 
not being looked at across the board.  The jail staffing problem has been ongoing for more than a year and we do 
not seem to be catching up so he would like to take a step back and realize that there is a need, but if we start 
stacking on one end, it could bite us on the other end in all departments of the criminal justice system.  
 
Deneys agreed with Schultz and also has concerns about the courts and DA being able to keep up with additional 
arrests.  He questioned if the opioid money could be used to support the DA’s office, including support staff, if 
there are more arrests being made.  Schultz agreed and said he feels we do need more DTF officers, but we have to 
look at the entire system.   
 
Buckley said the county is likely going to be short staffed in different areas for the foreseeable future.  We also need 
to acknowledge that as we get into warmer weather, things pick up and if we look at what is going on in the 
community, we see the problems are spreading.  He understands the big picture, but feels we need to start 
someplace instead of talking about this for months.  
 
Coenen would like to see numbers as to the cost of hiring another officer and how many more arrests could 
potentially be made with another officer and what the cost of those arrests would be on the overall system so we 
can make a plan.    
 
Kaster understands there would be increased workloads throughout the system, but if hiring additional officers 
means we take more drug dealers or suppliers off the street, he would be willing to do it so this area does not 
become like some of the larger cities.   Kaster would also like to see figures as to the cost for additional officers and 
how they would be utilized and then have some conversations with Green Bay. 
 
Motion made by Supervisor Kaster, seconded by Supervisor Nicholson to direct staff to come back with figures on 
adding DTF officers and how they would be utilized.  Vote taken.  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 



 
 
22. Communication from Supervisor Nicholson:  Review the Brown County Drug Task Force with a presentation, 

updates, informational included possible action. 
 
Nicholson recalled that in the past the Drug Task Force would give presentations to the committee and answer 
questions.  Sheriff Delain informed Nicholson could contact the director, Lt. Matt Ronk, to get any questions he has 
answered.  Nicholson would still like a presentation given to the committee.   
 
Motion made by Supervisor Nicholson, seconded by Supervisor Kaster for the Sheriff to contact Lt. Ronk and ask 
him to attend the next Public Safety Committee meeting.  Vote taken.  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
  

23. Communication from Supervisor Nicholson: For REDI Transport to provide Public Safety Committee their 
transportation protocols ‘before and after’ the past two prisoner escapes. 
  

 Nicholson brought this forward as it was a campaign promise.  He would like REDI Transport to come before the 
 committee to explain their processes and answer questions. 
 
 Supervisor Schultz pointed out that REDI Transport does not have any obligation to come before the committee 
 and, further, answers to questions could be contained in the report provided by the Sheriff.  Because the company 
 has a contract with the county, Nicholson feels they have the responsibility to explain what happened before and 
 after the escape and outline their policies and protocols, and further, as the oversight committee we are 
 responsible to find out what happened.   

 
Motion made by Supervisor Nicholson, seconded by Supervisor Kaster to contact REDI Transport and ask them to 
be present at the next Public Safety Committee meeting for questions. Vote taken.  Ayes:  Nicholson, Kaster, 
Coenen, Deneys    Nay:  Schultz.  MOTION CARRIED  
 

24. Communication from Supervisor Nicholson:  For the Sheriff to clarification if REDI Transport’s contracts – all three 
– were suspended or just their out of state contract.  This may have been misreported by Doug Schneider of the 
Green Bay Press Gazette.  
 
Nicholson noted there was misinformation put out in the Green Bay Press Gazette.  The Sheriff suspended the Redi 
Transport contract for out-of-state transfers only, but the Press Gazette reported that local, state and out-of-state 
were all cancelled and Nicholson would like to hear Doug Schneider’s response to this.  Sheriff Delain provided a 
copy of his press release on this matter from March 9, 2022, a copy of which is attached.  
 
Nicholson would like this held for 30 days so it can be combined with Item 23.  
 
Motion made by Supervisor Nicholson, seconded by Supervisor Kaster to hold for 30 days.  Vote taken.  MOTION 
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 

25. Communication from Supervisor Nicholson:  For Judge Walsh to provide Public Safety Committee his rational for 
letting Shabusiness out on bail/electronic motoring prior to her being arrested for gruesomely murdering a young 
man.  If the Judge refuses to appear for a conversation, then the Clerk of Courts shall provide a list of Shabusiness 
Offenses and a transcript of court proceedings. 
 
Motion made by Supervisor Nicholson, seconded by Supervisor Kaster to combine Items 25, 26 and 27 and hold 
for one month.  Vote taken.  MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 

26. Communication from Supervisor Nicholson:  For the Sheriff to provide a verbal report on how Shabusiness was 
able to take off her ankle bracelet, and why law enforcement didn’t pick her up after knowing it was off prior to 
her reportedly committed the gruesome murder of a young man.  
 
See action at Item 25 above. 
 

27. Communication from Supervisor Nicholson:  Review the procurement process on how or who provides the 
electronic monitoring serve for pre and post convictions and invite the gentleman who complained about not 
being allowed to participate in electronic monitoring to the next public safety committee.  



 
 

See action at Item 25 above.  
 

Other 
28. Such other matters as authorized by law.  None. 

 
29. Adjourn.  
 
 Motion made by Supervisor Nicholson, seconded by Supervisor Coenen to adjourn at 8:45 pm.  Vote taken.  
 MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY 
 
  
 Respectfully submitted,  

 
Therese Giannunzio 
Legislative Specialist 



Brown County - Clerk of Courts 

Actual Collection Histo!'}' 

2021. 2.QIO 2019 20.18 2017 2016- 201~ l_Olil 201~ 201_~ 

County ordinancc lorfeiturcs s 271,822 $ 253,630 s 300,086 s 294,212 s 280,597 s 278,320 s 294,632 s 234,829 $ 217,194 s 169,67'1 

Pc nal fines lor civil lees $ 351,552 $ 278,223 s 311,603 s 312,749 s 305,607 $ 319,268 s 280,431 s 282,134 s 349,023 s 329,843 

O;iil forh!iturcs s 1115,635 $ 112,487 s 91.962 s 22,912 s 137,135 s 107,347 s 69,772 s 115,283 s 95,182 $ 117,3711 

Charges and fees Clerk of court $ 256,466 $ 179,179 $ 191,370 s 154,709 $ 159,208 s 161,817 s 171,918 s 93,993 $ 636,612 $ 693,762 

Charges and fees Court $ 240,225 s 210,150 s 280,683 s 263,848 $ 262,773 s 252,517 s 258,713 s 280,973 s 255,953 s 246,952 

Ch;irges and Ices Attorney s 172,061 s 159,316 s 190,199 s 13B,81B $ 120,823 s 132,796 s 12B,BB s 184,369 NA NA 

Charges and fees Guardian Ad Litem $ 3113,038 s 326,194 s 337,159 s 322,265 s 313,684 $ 400,356 $ 399,536 $ 440,799 NA NA 

Tot;il: $ 1,820,797 $ 1,519,179 $ 1,703,062 $ 1,509,513 $ 1,579,827 s 1,652,421 s 1,603,340 $ 1,632,380 s 1,553,963 $ 1,557,610 

• 'T/11: Clerk of Courrs /ius (lddilionul revenue from qrcmls thut is nor displayed here 

NII - included in Charges (Ind fees Clerk of court 

Restitution l!istq[Y 
;,021 lQ20 2019 2018 _2017 ;mt6 2015 ]014 2013 _?012 

Total Rl!stitulion Ordl!red $ 73,947 s 105,796 s 266,247 s 182,486 s 266,073 $ 726,5511 s 194,701 $ 175,199 s 312,517 $ 348,553 

Total 5% Restitution Surchargl! CollMll!d $ 1,716 s 1,786 $ 4,129 s 875 $ 285 $ 710 s 1,067 $ 802 $ 355 s 794 

Rei.tltullon Colletted s 339,263 s 394,495 $ 480,637 s 212,423 s 207,015 s 155,898 s 203,676 s 202,116 s 227,108 s 141,190 

Rei.titution Disbursed to Victims $ 3(.0.547 $ 429,667 $ 372,063 $ 248,677 $ 168,388 $ 150,137 $ 211,412 $ 199,795 $ 221,939 s 157,616 
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Office of the Sheriff 

The State of Wisconsin Constitution defines the Office of the Sheriff and the Wisconsin State Statutes 

describe the duties and the responsibilities of the Office. The Sheriff serves as the Chief Law 

Enforcement Officer of the County in which he or she is elected. The Sheriff, and appointed Deputy 

Sheriffs, are responsible for law enforcement duties, maintenance of the County Jail and all person/s 

contained within, civil process, and sale of foreclosed properties among others. 

Wisconsin State Statute 59.29(1)(a) grants authority to the Sheriff for the transportation of prisoners 

between the county in which the person is arrested and the county of conveyance. Wisconsin§ 

59.29(2)(a) provides the Sheriff with the authority to transport, or appoint an agent to transport, 

persons that are fugitives from justice to the State of Wisconsin. 

Background 

The Brown County Sheriff' s Office is responsible for entering, maintaining, and ultimately resolving court 

orders directing law enforcement officers from across the country to take individuals into custody for 

arrest warrants, bench warrants, and other official court processes. 

If an individual is arrested pursuant to an official court order outside of the State of Wisconsin, that 

individual needs to be transported back to Brown County, Wisconsin ("Nationwide Transports"). 

Contract with RED! Transports (formerly Wisconsin Lock & Load) 

The Brown County Sheriff's Office ("BCSO") contracts with a private 3'd party contractor for prisoner 

transportation services. The current contracted provider is REDI ("REDI") Transports (formerly 

Wisconsin Lock & Load). The current contract is effective January 1, 2018 and included provisions for 5, 

one-year extensions resulting in an effective date from January 1, 2018 - December 31, 2022. REDI 

Transports was selected following a competitive purchasing process conducted in conjunction with the 

Brown County Purchasing Department ("Contract"). During the competitive bidding process, Wisconsin 

Lock & Load was the only company that responded to the Request for Proposal ("RFP") 1
. Thus far in the 

contract period, REDI has completed 46,834 transports for the Brown County Sheriff's Office (2018 -

4/1/2022). Since it's founding in 2006, REDI has completed over 1,000,000 transports for their over 240 

customers. 
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The current contract was signed on December 21, 2017 by Senior Buyer Dale DENAMUR, Brown County 
Executive Troy STRECKENBACH, and Brown County Sheriff John GOSSAGE for the County, and Crystal M/ 

H. COOK for Wisconsin Lock & Load.1 

There are three types of transportation services addressed in the Contract: local, statewide, and 

nationwide transports. 

Local transports are transports where an individual requires transport within relative proximity 
of the Jurisdictional boundaries of Brown County, Wisconsin and include: 

~ Transportation between the main Brown County Jail facility located at 3030 Curry Ln, 

Green Bay, WI ("Main Jail") and the Brown County Courthouse located at 100 S. 

Jefferson St., Green Bay, WI ("Court") . 
c Transportation between the Green Bay Correctional Institution ("GBCI") and Court. 

o Transportation between the Main Jail and area medical facilities for medical 
appointments. 

Statewide transports are transports where an individual is currently in custody at another 

correctional or rehabilitative facility in the State of Wisconsin and require transportation back to 

Brown County or are currently in custody m Brown County and require transportation to 

another facility within the State of Wisconsin to include the following. (Additionally, for the 

purposes of the contracted scope of work, the Counties of Menominee and Dickinson in 

Michigan are considered to be "in state" .) 

r Writ Pickup and Return: where an individual is required to be in person for a court 

appearance 
Warrants/Detainers: where an individual has an outstanding court order to be returned 

to the Brown County Jail 
t Prisoner Transports: where an individual has been sentenced to a State of Wisconsin 

Correctional Facility by a Judge. 
(7 Juvenile Transports: where a juvenile has been ordered to an approved juvenile 

detention facility in the State of Wisconsin. 

Safekeeper Transports: where an individual is currently housed in another county or 

state facility due to overcrowding or staffing issues at the Brown County Jail. 

For billing purposes, Juvenile and Safekeeper transportation needs are billed separately by REDI. 

While the contract includes provisions for REDI to provide transportation services, billed 

amounts are m addition to the base contracted amount. 

Nationwide Transports are transports where an individual 1s currently being held outside of the 
State of Wisconsin and require transportation back to the State of Wisconsin. Due to their 

unpredictable nature, nationwide transports vary in frequency, complexity, and distance. 

nationwide transports are quoted on a case-by-case basis and invoiced separately.2 The 

; 2018-2022 REOI Contract 
2 2018 -2022 REDI Contract p 19, "Out of State (Extrad t,on) Prisoner Transport> 
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contract operates under the estimation that approximately 30 nationwide transports are 

conducted annually. 

Warrant Process Background 

In the State of Wisconsin and the United States of America, law enforcement officers are permitted to 

effect the arrest of person/s based on a warrant issued and signed by a Judge in good stand mg in the 
state of their jurisdiction. If the warrant is issued for a felony offense and signed by a Judge in good 

standing from another state, law enforcement officers are additionally permitted to effect an arrest. 

Warrants for arrest can be issued for several valid reasons including: 

• Failure to Appear - These are issued when a person intentionally or unintentionally fails to 

appear for a scheduled court appearance 

• Failure to Meet Conditions - These are typically issued when a person fails to comply with 

conditions of release during a court proceeding. 
• Failure to Pay - These are typically issued when a person fails to pay a fine in full or in part by a 

required date. 

Warrants can also be issued with certain geographic restrictions relating to where a person can and 

cannot be arrested as a result of the warrant including: 

• County - This is the most restrictive and only allows the warrant to be effected within the 

county of issuance. 
• County or Adjacent Counties - This restriction allows the warrant to be effected within the 

county of issuance and any county that shares a jurisdictional boundary with the issuing county. 

• Statewide -This restriction allows the warrant to be effected anywhere within the state of the 

issuing jurisdiction. 
• Nationwide - This is the least restrictive notation and allows for arrest anywhere within the 

Unites States of America. Most states, including Wisconsin, require that out of state warrants 

be based on a felonious charge and not a misdemeanor. 

• Special - This is a custom restriction that agencies can use to fit their particular wishes. For 
example, the County of Door does not physically share a jurisdictional boundary with the County 

of Brown, so a warrant could be issued in Brown County with a geographical restriction of 

"County or Adjacent Counties or Door County". 

A warrant issued in Brown County containing a geographic restriction of "statewide" indicates that if an 

individual comes into contact with a law enforcement officer outside of the State of Wisconsin , the law 

enforcement officer will not have the authority to effect an arrest on that warrant. The warrant remains 

active, but the individual cannot be detained as a result of that warrant. 
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Arrest Warrant Notification and Arrangement Procedure 

When a warrant is authorized by a Judge, it is entered into a nationwide database available for all law 
enforcement officers throughout the United States. That system is called the National Crime 

Information Center ("NCIC") and is administered by the Federal Bureau of Investigation. The State of 
Wisconsin also maintains a similar database for warrants only applicable within the State called the 

Crime Information Bureau ("CIB") which is administered by the Wisconsin Department of Justice. In the 

State of Wisconsin, those systems are colloquially referred to as NCIC/CIB, or TIME. 

The entry, management, and cancellation of all entries within NCIC and CIB are the responsibility of the 

law enforcement agency. The Brown County Sheriff's Office shares that workload amongst civilian staff 

within the Support Services Division. 

Upon contact with a person with an active warrant for their arrest, the arresting agency sends a 

teletypewriter ("TTY") message to the issuing agency requesting confirmation that said warrant is true 
and accurate. The issuing agency confirms both the content of the warrant and the fact that it remains 

active and enforceable. In the reply TTY, the issuing agency places a detainer on the person which 
authorizes the arresting agency to continue to hold that person in custody pending disposition of the 

warrant. 

The issuing agency asks the arresting agency if the person is subject to additional criminal charges in the 
local jurisdiction before continuing. If there are no additional local charges, Brown County Sheriff's 

Office procedure is to simultaneously request a quote for the transportation services from the 

contracted provider and notify the District Attorney that a subject with an active warrant has been 

arrested out of state. 

The District Attorney can review the original criminal charge, location of arrest, and transportation cost 

to convey the subject back to Brown County. After a review, the District Attorney can either request 
that transport be completed or can initiate legal process to modify the arrest warrant to include an 

additional geographic restriction, such as statewide only. 

If the District Attorney wishes to convey the person back to Brown County, confirmation is provided to 
the contracted transport provider. A Waiver of Extradition or Court ordered extradition paperwork is 

requested from the arresting jurisdiction. 

The contracted transportation provider plans, arranges, and completes the prisoner conveyance from 

the arresting jurisdiction back to Brown County, Wisconsin. Upon the subject's return, the arrest 

warrant is cancelled out of the NCIC/CIB system. 

Arrest of Tyler J. MARTINEZ 

On Thursday, February 24, 2022, at 12:42pm, the Brown County Public Safety Communications Center 

received a notice ("Hit Confirmation") from the DOWNEY Police Department, 10911 Brookshire Ave, 
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Downey, CA advising that subject MARTINEZ was placed into custody by their agency pursuant to an 

arrest warrant entered by the Brown County Sheriff' s Office. 

The Brown County Public Safety Communications Center ("Communications Center'') responded to the 

Hit Confirmation and confirmed the existence of six (6) outstanding warrants for Possession of 

Methamphetamine, Possession of a Narcotic Drug, Possession of Cocaine, Possession of an Illegally 

Obtained Prescription, and Possession of Drug Paraphernalia . The Communications Center also 

confirmed that the warrants were "BODY ONLY NATIONWIDE EXTRADITION". That is common language 

used during the warrant confirmation process that signifies that the individual is not allowed to pay a 

bond or fine to avoid confinement and the warrants are valid anywhere in the United States of America. 

Warrant Confirmation and Communication 

Once the warrants were confirmed by the Communications Center, Clerk Typist Ill Sarah LONG of the 

Brown County Sheriff's Office, Support Services Division, was notified. Part of the duties assigned to 

LONG include confirming and arranging transportation with the contracted provider for the Brown 

County Sheriff's Office. In her confirmation message on Friday, February 25, 2022 at 10:19am, LONG 

asked if the subject "HAS LOCAL CHARGES". That is common language used in the warrant confirmation 

process to denote if the subject is facing additional criminal charges in the jurisdiction where the arrest 

occurred. Should a subject be facing charges in the jurisdiction of arrest, transportation would not be 

arranged until after the disposition of the local charges. 

On Friday, February 25, 2022, at 1:38pm, the Downey Police Department responded and advised that 

the subject does not have local charges and is currently being held at the Los Angeles County Jail, 

located at 441 Bauchet St., Los Angeles, CA, 90012. 

On Wednesday, March 2, 2022, The Los Angeles County Sheriff's Office - Renditions Section ("LASO") 

notified the Brown County Sheriff's Office that MARTINEZ had been arraigned in their Court on Tuesday, 

March 1, 2022. The LASO also advised that they would confirm again once the subject has signed a 

waiver of extradition. 

Coinciding with the communication between LASO and BCSO, LONG additionally notified Brown County 

District Attorney David LASEE (email 2/25/22 3:25pm) that MARTINEZ had been arrested out of state.3 

LASEE confirmed (email 02/27/22 12:59) that his Office wished for MARTINEZ to be transported back to 

Brown County.3 

On Friday, February 25, 2022 at 10:22am, LONG completed an online service request form with REDI 
Transports seeking a price quote for the return of MARTINEZ to Brown County. At 12:43pm, Extradition 

/ Transport Coordinator Dave WALLACE provided a quote of $5,600 to return MARTINEZ to Brown 

County. 

• Martinez Conf1rmal1on Lasee email 
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On Thursday, March 3, 2002, at 10:53am, LONG confirmed acceptance of the provided quote from REDI 

Transports. On Friday, March 4, 2022 at 9:31am, WALLACE confirmed that the transportation 

arrangements had been confirmed. WALLACE also advised that flights were more inexpensive than 

expected, so the quote was amended to $3,900. 

On March 4, 2022, WALLACE corresponded with the LASD to confirm that transportation was setup. In 

the written correspondence, REDI confirmed that a Transportation Agent was going to pick up 

MARTINEZ on Tuesday, March 8, 2022 at appro><imately 4:00am. REDI also requested that any pertinent 

medical information related to MARTINEZ be forwarded to REDI for their review. 

Statement from REDI Transportation Agent 

On March 9, 2022, the REDI Transportation Agent provided a written narrative of events surrounding 

the transportation and escape of MARTINEZ. In his statement, the Transportation Agent states that 

MARTINEZ was in general population and had no behavioral problems while in custody at the Los 

Angeles County Jail. The Transportation Agent states that MARTINEZ was secured with a waist restraint 

and leg irons when leaving the Los Angeles County Jail at approximately 4:30am. 

Upon arrival at the Los Angeles Airport ("LAX" ), the leg irons were removed, and the waist restraint was 

concealed. The Transportation Agent stated that this is a requirement of the Federal Aviation 

Administration. 

In the flight schedule, there was a scheduled layover at Chicago O'Hare International Airport ("ORD"). 

According to the Transportation Agent, the flight between LAX and ORD was uneventful. The outbound 

flight from ORD to Appleton International Airport ("ATW") was scheduled to depart from Gate ES. While 

waiting at Gate ES, MARTINEZ stated that he was hungry and hadn't eaten since approximately 3:30am. 

The Transportation Agent went to a "Pizza to Go" restaurant near the gate. As he was paying for the 

pizza, MARTINEZ fled from the area and eluded the Transportation Agent. The Transportation Agent 

called 911 and Chicago Police Department (CPD) officers arrived shortly thereafter. 

The Transportation Agent provided relevant information to CPD Officers who advised that MARTINEZ 

was last seen leaving the airport and getting onto a car rental bus. 

Brown County Sheriff's Office Notification 

On Tuesday, March 8, 2022 at 1:28pm, Brown County Sheriff Todd DELAIN received a telephone call 

from REDI President Crystal M.H. COOK. During the phone call, COOK advised DELAIN that MARTINEZ 

evaded the transportation agent while at Chicago O'Hare International Airport. COOK advised that the 

Transportation Agent was still on scene providing information to Chicago Police Department Officers. 

According to COOK, CPD was still actively searching for MARTINEZ 
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Brown County Sheriff's Offlce Press Release 

On Wednesday, March 9, 2022, Sheriff DELAIN authorized a press release of information regarding the 

escape from custody. In the press release, DELAIN provided basic information about the transport and 

events leading up to the escape from custody. A photograph and physical description of MARTINEZ was 

additionally provided. DELAIN also directed that the use of REDI for nationwide transportation of 

prisoners was being immediately suspended pending a formal review the of the events leading up to the 

escape. OELAIN also requested that anyone with information on MARTINEZ' current whereabouts 

should contact Brown County Sheriff's Office Sergeant Marc SHIELD. SHIELD was the investigator 

assigned to be the liaison between the Brown County Sheriff's Office and other agencies concerning 

MARTINEZ. 

Assignment of Investigation 

On Wednesday, March 9, 2022, Chief Deputy Brad BRODBECK formally requested that Support Services 

Captain John ROUSSEAU conduct an investigation into the procedures and practices that were used 

during this, and all other, nationwide transports by REDI Transports. 

Review of Surveillance Photos/ Video 

Capt. John Rousseau reviewed surveillance photos and video provided by the Chicago Police 

Department from O'Hare International Airport , On Tuesday, March 8"', 2022, surveillance photos from 

Gate C21 show MARTINEZ and the Transportation Agent exiting the jet bridge into the concourse at 

12:25pm. At 1:12pm, MARTINEZ is seen running through the terminal towards Concourses E & F. At 

1:14pm, MARTINEZ is seen walking near Gate El. At 1:15pm, MARTINEZ is seen exiting Terminal 2 

through Checkpoint #4 (T2-UL-CHKPT-4 -PORTAL}.~ 

The Chicago Police Department additionally provided internal surveillance video footage for the 

duration of the incident. 

Based on the provided timestamps, video footage shows the Transportation Agent and MARTINEZ 

exiting the jet bridge at approximately 12:25pm. At approximately 12:42pm, the Transportation Agent 

and MARTINEZ are seen walking to the gate waiting area (T2-E-WAITING AREA-GATE 3). At 

approximately 1:11pm, the Transportation Agent is seen making his first trip to the "Pizza to Go" 

counter (T2-E-WAIT1NG AREA-GATE 3). Within 1 minute, the Transportation Agent returns to MARTINEZ 

for a short conversation before returning to the food counter. At 1:ll:46pm, immediately after the 

Transportation Agent returns to the food counter. MARTINEZ stands up from his seat and begins to flee 

the area. The Transportation Agent remains at the food counter until 1:12:21pm when he notices that 

' ORO Surve,llance 
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MARTINEZ has fled the area. The Transportation Agent did not have eye contact with MARTINEZ for 

approximately 35 seconds. 

At 1:11:53pm, surveillance camera T2·E-WALKWAY-EF shows MARTINEZ removing his jacket and 

wrapping if around his left arm/hand. MARTINEZ's right had is free from restraint as he removes his 

jacket. It is unknown how MARTINEZ was able to remove the restraint that was previously secured to 

his right wrist. 

Remaining surveillance footage shows MARTINEZ navigating the airport before exiting the facility at 

approximately 1:15:22pm (T2·U-VESTIBULE 2A). MARITNEZ is seen boarding a Chicago Airport Shuttle 

Bus at 1:19:40pm. (T3-U-RDWY-DOOR 3E) At approximately 1:37pm, MARTINEZ is seen leaving the 

airport grounds (42-TRAINING COMPLEX- EXI). 

Review of REDI Internal Investigation 

On Friday, April 1, 2022, Capt. John Rousseau was provided with an unredacted copy of the internal 

investigation5 that REDI Transports conducted related to the events of Tuesday, March 8, 2022. The 

internal investigation contained a summary of events leading to the escape of MARTINEZ that coincided 

with all other documentation and statements. 

MARTINEZ was placed in handcuffs and leg restraints upon leaving the Los Angeles County Jail for 

transport to the Los Angeles Airport. When MARTINEZ arrived at the Los Angeles Airport, the leg 

restraints were removed. 

The outbound flight from LAX to ORD (UA622) was uneventful and arrived at gate C21. There was a 

planned 1 hour and 45 minute layover time before the final portion of the itinerary. The departure flight 

from ORD to ATW was scheduled to leave from Gate ES. 

Upon arrival at Gate ES, the Transportation Agent instructed MARTINEZ to sit in a chair while he (the 

Transportation Agent) went to a pizza counter to order food. After learning the meal choices, the 

Transportation Agent returned to MARTINEZ to obtain his order. The Transportation Agent 

subsequently returned to the food counter a 3rd time to place the order. While the Transportation 

Agent's attention was diverted to the food counter, MARTINEZ fled the area unbeknownst to the 

Transportation Agent. During each of the trips between MARTINEZ and the food counter, there was 

approximately 25 feet of distance between the Transportation Agent and MARTINEZ. The 

Transportation Agent called 911 and reported the escape to Sgt. Thomas COTTER (Case #JF-167332). 

REDI Transports Internal Rev,ew Board 
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During the discussion with the Transportation Agent, he stated that leaving MARTINEZ alone with a 

distance of approximately 25 feet was his way of "testing" the prisoner in "a crowded space". The 

Transportation Agent reported that he has used this tactic several times in the past. 

The internal investigation explored the use of 1 transportation agent versus 2 transportation agents. In 

this case, the Transportation Agent notified the Extradition Coordinator that a second agent was not 
needed based on the prisoner being "low-risk'1. Based on the Transportation Agent's experience and 

influence within REDI, this request was granted. 

The internal investigation found that the primary factor leading to the escape was the lack of physical 

control and visual observation of the prisoner by the Transportation Agent. The investigation further 

found that the concourse was crowded which inhibited the Transportation Agent's ability to mitigate 

any potential escape. 

Two violations of internal policies and procedures were noted, including "Extradition Standard 
Operating Procedures" and "Company Mission Statement", These violations led the review board to 

determine that while the Transportation Agent was adequately prepared with the knowledge, skills, and 

disposition to prevent escape, his actions, including complacency, led to the escape. 

The internal investigation ruled that the Transportation Agent's violations qualified as a "terminable 

offense" . 

Fol1ow-U p Interview with REDI Transports 

On April 5, 2022, Capt. John Rousseau met with Crystal COOK, the President and CEO of REDI Transports 

along with Mike MOLNAR, Director of Operations. Our discussion focused on the policies, procedures, 

and training that REDI Transports provided to their agents . 

Trni/11119 

Beginning in 2016, all newly hired Transportation Agents are required to participate in, and successfully 

complete a Field Training Program. Initially, there is an onboarding process that trains company policies 

and procedures. As the process continues, agents are required to complete all of the activities expected 

of a fully trained Transportation Agent while under the supervision of a senior Transportation Agent. 

Newly hired Transportation Agents are not allowed to perform solo functions until their training has 

been satisfactorily approved by the Operations Manager. The Transportation Agent responsible for the 
MARTINEZ conveyance was hired before the implementation of the standardized Field Training Program 

but given his law enforcement experience and his State of Wisconsin Certified Instructor status, the 

Transportation Agent responsible for the MARTINEZ conveyance was one of the senior officers that 

provided instruction to newly hired Transportation Agents. 

Ongoing training at REDI includes 2 annual in-services where in-person attendance is mandatory. These 

in-services cover topics such as firearms training, licensure requirements, and cardiopulmonary 

resuscitation (CPR). In addition to the mandatory in person training, an additional 1-hour of self-paced 

monthly training is required of each agent. The monthly training is generally geared towards topics that 



don't require in-person instruction such as policy or procedure updates. The Transportation Agent 

responsible for the MARTINEZ conveyance has attended all mandatory in-person and online trainings 

since those programs have been established. 

Nationwide extraditions include several challenges not present in solely vehicle-based transports. Most 
nationwide transports require flights, special airline arrangements, rental cars, background research, 

and liaising with other jurisdictions. 

Prior to conducting a transport, the Extradition Coordinator attempts to gather background information 

on the prisoner. The Extradition Coordinator will also assist with planning and scheduling. In the 

MARTINEZ case, REDI was unaware of his current law enforcement investigations. REDI stated that they 

have previously tried to obtain information from the housing agency related to the inmate, but those 

facilities have been reluctant to provide sensitive information to non-law enforcement personnel. 

During the discussion, REDI was unaware what, if any, information was provided by the Brown County 
Jail related to MARTINEZ' previous stays. 

Generally, nationwide transportations are conducted by 2 Transportation Agents. However, based on 

the background information obtained by the Extradition Coordinator and consultation with the 

Transportation Agent, that number can be reduced to 1. During the MARTINEZ conveyance, the 

responsible Transportation Agent advised that 1 Transportation Agent would be sufficient. 

When arranging flights, REDI looks at a number of factors including airport proximity to housing facility, 

lack of layovers, and cost. For the MARTINEZ conveyance, direct flights between LAX and ATW could not 
be obtained, so flights were booked that included a layover in ORD. Of the airports within 60 driving 

minutes of the Brown County Jafl, Green Bay (GRB) offers direct flights to 8 states (Minnesota, Michigan, 

Illinois, Colorado, Nevada, Arizona, Florida, and Georgia). Appleton International Airport (ATW) offers 

direct flights to 10 states (Georgia, Florida, Arizona, Nevada, Tennessee, Colorado, North Carolina, 
Illinois, Minnesota, and Michigan). 

In addition to flight arrangements, a rental car must be purchased to transport the prisoner between the 

holding facility and the departure airport. 

Poi,r,es 

Considering the results of the internal investigation and the preceding events of March 8, 2022, REDI 
indicated that they were implementing several policy changes. First and foremost, a11 nationwide 

transports will now require 2 Transportation Agents, without exception. Additionally, REDI will be 
updating policies and procedures relating to airport layovers, mealtimes, and positive control guidelines. 

Lastly, training will be conducted with all Transportation Agents that will be conducting nationwide 
extraditions. REDI also committed to proact1vely learning from this incident to ensure that future 

incidents of escape do not occur. 
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Emplovment Stati;s of t he Tronsportot•on Agent III tn~· I\ 1/\RTI \JEZ conve~ once 

The review board, considering the results of the internal investigation, found that the violations of policy 

and mission were terminable offenses by the Transportation Agent. COOK stated that the 
Transportation Agent is no longer employed by the company and has no further involvement in the 

operations at REDI. 

Findings and Recommendations 

The Sheriff, being duly elected and authorized to complete prisoner conveyances entered into a contract 

with a 3'0 party private contractor to fulfill the transportation requirements of the Office. REDI 

Transport was selected through a competitive purchasing process administered by the Brown County 
Purchasing Department. REDI has provided transportation services for the contract period of January 1, 

2018 - December 31, 2022. To date, RED! has provided 46,834 transports for the Brown County Sheriff's 

Office. This is the only known prisoner escape under the auspice of the current contract. 

Upon MARTINEZ's arrest, proper communication between the arresting agency and the Brown County 

Sheriff's Office occurred. Proper communication between the Brown County Sheriff's Office and REDI 

Transport arranging the conveyance of MARTINEZ also occurred. 

The Transportation Agent was an active employee in good standing with REDI Transports at the time of 

the MARTINEZ conveyance. The Transportation Agent was adequately trained in policy and procedure 
and able to complete the transportation assignment. While the Transportation Agent was hired prior to 

the implementation of the formal training program, he was responsible for the design and 
implementation of the program. Additionally, the Transportation Agent responsible for the MARTINEZ 

conveyance provided training and instruction to newly hired Transportation Agents. 

The Transportation Agent arrived at the housing facility and properly secured MARTINEZ for transport. 
The Transportation Agent errored when the ankle restraints were removed from MARTINEZ upon arrival 

at the Los Angeles Airport. There is no FAA regulation that disallows prisoners from being confined in 

ankle restraints while in an airport facility. United States Code 49 CFR §1544.221 prohibits the use of leg 

restraints for prisoners in flight but does not place additional restriction while in airport facilities. 

The Transportation Agent, in an effort to provide food to MARTINEZ, errored by not maintaining positive 
physical control over the prisoner. The Transportation Agent additionally errored by failing to maintain 

eye contact or adequate physical distance between himself and MARTINEZ. To that end, REDI Transport 

errored by only assigning one Transportation Agent to the conveyance of MARTINEZ. 1n a crowded 
airport, with other passengers in a confined space, a single Transportation Agent could not be expected 

to maintain custody of MARTINEZ, provide a meal, or safely provide basic human hygiene while alone. 

The Transportation Agent's technique of "testing" t_he prisoner during the transportation is untrained 
and does not represent any best practice. That practice is not condoned by RED! Transport and is not 

trained to any Transportation Agent . 
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Upon MARTINEZ's escape from custody, The Transportation Agent appropriately notified local 

authorities and provided assistance as requested . REDI Transport appropriately notified the Brown 

County Sheriff's Office of the breach in custody. As soon as the Transportation Agent failed to maintain 
custody of MARTINEZ, the legal authority to place MARITNEZ in custody vanished. The Transportation 

Agent is not a sworn law enforcement, but even a Brown County Sheriff's Deputy would not have legal 

jurisdiction outside of the State of Wisconsin. The legal authority afforded to those responsible for 

prisoner conveyances does not extend should that prisoner evade custody. Only sworn law 
enforcement officers in the jurisdiction would have the legal authority to re-place an individual into 

custody. 

Recommendot,o 1;: I 

Any future use of private contractors to transport prisoners requires said contractor to require a 

minimum of two transportation agents per prisoner, without exception. Safety concerns such as an 
attempted escape or physical altercation can be greatly mitigated with more than one t ransportation 

officer per prisoner. Additionally, providing food, water, or restroom breaks for either the prisoner or 

the Transportation Agent becomes substantially more manageable with two Transportation Agents. 

Recommendot,on ::2 

Any future use of contracted service providers requires said provider to perform due diligence in 

researching background data on the prisoner to include police reports, local behavioral concerns, and 
past instances on confinement. The Brown County Sheriff's Office should continue to provide accurate, 

up to date information on the previous behaviors while incarcerated within our facility. Very little 
influence can be exerted with other housing agencies, but due diligence shall still be attempted. 

Recommendat,011 ::3 

Any future use of contracted service providers should include minimum training requirements with 

periodic review of procedures and pohdes. While all Transportation Agents are trained to a minimum 
standard, the failure to follow procedure in the MARTINEZ conveyance indicates that training is either 

not provided with sufficient repetition or emphasis is not placed on the importance of adhering to the 

established policies and procedures. If the frequency and quality of training is deemed sufficient, 

emphasis should be placed on techniques to mitigate complacency and presumed compliance. 

Recommendation ;:.J 

During future prisoner conveyances that include a flight portion in the itinerary, specific preference 

should be placed on direct flights. Since direct flights to GRB and ATW may be limited, MKE should be 

considered. While additional ground transportation time would ltkely have to be allotted for the 
distance between the Jail and MKE, less time would be spent navigating busy airports thus minimizing 

the potential for escape. 
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Recon111•er;doton ::=; 

At regular intervals during the conveyance, the restraint system used by Transportation Agents should 

be checked for fit and function. Minimally, that would include upon arrival at any airport and prior to 

departure. Checking for fit would ensure that the restraint system is property secured. Function checks 

would ensure that the restraint system is not susceptible to failure either due to an equipment 

malfunction of improper installation. The checking of restraints would also reduce liability concerns in 

situations where the restrained person could potentially claim injury. 

FAA compliant restraint system are available commercially and should be investigated. While the FAA 

prohibits the use of shackles and ankle restraints while aboard aircraft {49 CFR § 1544.221), other 
restraint systems such as a leg immobilizer both meet FAA requirements and provide additional prisoner 

security. FAA regulations do not prohibit the use of restraint systems while at airport facilities, but a 

well investigated FAA compliant leg restraint system could be secured prior to departure from the 

Housing Facility alleviating additional logistical concerns upon arrival at the departure airport. 
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Definitions 

Ordinance - An act that is in violation of a town, village, city, or county ordinance that may or may not 

adopt a state statute. Ordinance violations, on their own, do not carry the possibility of confinement in 

a county or state correctional or rehabilitative facility. However, failure to pay a fine or comply with any 

related terms can result in a prescribed amount of confinement time. 

Misdemeanor -A crime, as defined in Wisconsin statute in which the maximum penalty is no more than 

1 year confinement in a county jail or rehabilitative facility. Misdemeanors are broken into three classes 
ranging from A through C, with A being the most serious of the misdemeanors. 

Felony - A crime, as defined in Wisconsin statute where the maximum penalty is at least one year in a 

State of Wisconsin Correctional Facility. Felony crimes are the most serious violations of Wisconsin 
statute and are broken into nine classes ranging from A through I, with A being the most serious. 

Writ - A written order from a Judge or Court Commissioner that commands a law enforcement officer 

(or other legal authority) to act. 

Extradition -A formal legal process by which a subject arrested in one jurisdiction within the United 

States of America is transferred to another state. 

TTY - An abbreviation for teletypewriter, but used as a commination means between criminal justice 

agencies through the United States of America. Every jurisdiction with law enforcement authority 

maintains a connection to the nationwide system to allow for communication. 

Detainer - a writ authorizing the keeper of a subject to continue to hold that subject. 

Sheriff - In Wisconsin, the Office of the Sheriff is created by the Wisconsin Constitution (Article VI, 

Section 4) and tasks the Sheriff with certain duties with the County. Wisconsin Statute SS 59.27 further 

describes duties assigned to the Office of the Sheriff. 

Arrest Warrant - Legal document signed by a Judge in good standing in the State of Wisconsin 

commanding law enforcement officers to take a person into custody upon contact. 

NCIC - The National Crime Information Center is a nationwide crimmal justice database administered by 

the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is available to all law enforcement officers and collects and 
maintains warrants, among other things. 

CIB - Crime Information Bureau is a State of Wisconsin system maintained by the Wisconsin Department 

of Justice and contains warrants and related records pertinent only to the State of Wisconsin. 
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Sheriffs Office 

(~1nlt:n (~ount~ 
2684 Development Drive 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 54311 
Phone: (920) 448-4200 

i\lEDIA RELEASE 
03-09-2022 

Todd J. Delain 
Sheriff 

On Tuesday March 8. 2022 at approximate I) I :28 p.m .. the Bnm n Count) Sheriffs 
Oftice was notified by REDI Transp011s of Green Bay that arrestee Tyler James i\lartine1. 
had escaped their custody at approximately I: IO p.m. \\ hi\c inside the Chicago (YI tare 
Airport. Martine; had sc\'cral extraditable Brown Count) an-est wmTants. The 
nationwide warrants were related to Possession of Mcthamphetamine. Possession of 
Cocaine. Bail jumping. Criminal Damage to Property. Possession of an Elcctri<.: \\'capon. 
Posscss 'lllcgally Obtain Prescription drugs and Drug Paraphernalia. Martine? is also the 
suspect of burglary to storagl! units and auto theft. He had been arrl!stcd in California and 
was held at the Los Angeles County Jail awaiting extradition. REDI Transports. a 
contracted sen ice for thl! Brown County Sht.!ritrs Office and many other law 
enforcement agem:ies. was contactl!d to rctrie\'e Martinez from the Lm, Angele!> County 
Jail and dcli\'er him to the Brown County Jail. l'v1artincz was released from the Los 
Angeles County Jail to the custody of a REDl Transports officer wearing the clothes he 
\\·as \\'l!aring when he was arrested. which was a light grey sweatshirt. dark grey or black 
sweatpants and dark colorl!d tennis shoes (with the laces remo\'ed). Martinez was 
transported wearing handcuffs. 

The REDl Tram.ports ofliccr and i\-lartinez flew from Los Angeles lo Chicago ()'I !are 
where thl!y awaited a connecting !light to the Appleton airport. It was reported that the 
tram,porting oflicer. while obtaining food ti.)r the arrl!Sh!e. turned his attention away from 
:-.tartine1. i\lartina ran away from the transport officer. The transport officer could not 
locate :'vlai1ine1. so the transport officer immediatdy contacted the Chicago Police 
Departm1.:nt at the airport to report the escape and to request their assistancl.! in resecuring 
Martinez. Officers wi.:rc unable to locate l'vlartinez inside the airport. In follow up efforts 
to locate i\lartine1, Chicago Pol il'.e D1.:partmcnt officers\ iewcd surn:illance vidl!o which 
shO\\ ed :\lmtine1. had slipped at least one of the handcuffs and was last seen 11eeing lhl! 
airpo11 boarding a car rl!ntal shuttle bus. 

Curri.:ntly. Tyler James Martinez is at large. The Brown County atTesl wan-ants remain 
acti\l.! as he \\as nevi.:r dl!lin:n:d to the Brown County Jail. ~lartine1 is alleged to ha\l! 
committcd drug and propert) crimes and is not bclil!\'ed to armed. He did not ha, c any 
money or means of communication on his person whl!n he escapl!d in Chicago. IL 
~1artincz i:-. describ1.:d as: a :.talc. 31 yl!ars of age. height: 6' 2 ... \\eight: 185 to 200 lbs .. 
\\ ith brm, n hair and green l!yes ( see the attached photo). 

The ust.: of contracted transportation s1.:n icl.!s for nationwide,, arrant cxtraditi<ms has 
bet.:n used by the Brown County Shcriff s Oftict.: sincl.! the late 1(}80"!1 . Brown Count) 



Sheri fr s Oflicc ha-; contrm.:tcd \\ ith RED! Tran.:;p011~ (pre\ iously \\'isconsin Loe~ & 
Load) for thi.: ~ate and secure tram.portation of those in custody since 2007. In the c\·e111 
of a natiom\ idi.: extradition such a'i this. Brm, n County dot:~ not pay for the sen ice until 
the utTestec is ddi\·en:d to the Bro\\ n County Jail. The breach of secure custody during 
this transport do late:~ the standard<; of sen ice expected hy the Bro\\ n County Sheri fr<; 
Ollicc. As a result. Sheriff Ddain has immediately suspcnded the use of REDI 
Transports for natiom\ ide extradition .... The Bro\\'n County Sheriffs Office\\ ill \\ork 
\\ ith REDI Transpo11s to complete a thorough im cstigation of this im:idi.:nt. 

An)oni.: \\ ith information uhout the whcri.:ahout ofTyh:r James :,..1ai1ini.:1 should contact 
Brown County Sheritrs Oflici.: Im estigativc Sergeant 7'.tarc Shidd at ( 920) 4-l8-440-l . 

T) [er James :,..1artine1. - DOB: 05-20·90 
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